
Discover. 
Explore.
Feel.
Live.
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Feel Serbia and the Balkans like no one before! 
Talas Travel DMC was founded by an award-winning, 
international team of specialists in designing 
authentic travel experiences. Whether you are 
looking for V.I.P. experiences, amazing incentives, 
deep cultural tours or jaw-dropping events, we 
understand that every client is unique and work understand that every client is unique and work 
very carefully to meet all of their needs with 
top-notch service. With thousands of satisfied 
clients worldwide, we believe our biggest success 
is that we made many people fall in love with 
Serbia and the Balkans!

the COMPANY

After crossing the ocean all the way from Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) to 
Belgrade, Thiago’s contagious smile and enthusiasm are the perfect 
fit for unforgettable experiences. Authenticity is the word that drives 
him when designing trips or events and his biggest passion is making 
people fall in love with the destinations they discover. After all, if it 
wasn’t for love, he would not be here.

Thiago Ferreira

Coming from Uzice (Western Serbia), Darko’s friendliness and sense of 
hospitality will make you feel like at home no matter where you are. If 
you are up for actively exploring new destinations, Darko will give you 
the adventure of a lifetime, while his exceptional problem-solving skills 
will make you forget what the word “problem” even means.

Darko Gavrilović

Born and raised in Kraljevo (Central Serbia), Petar has the surprising 
ability to always come up with new ideas. Creativity, professionalism 
and passion for business and event management are his trademarks
that went on to Talas Travel. When you have a wish that you think is
impossible to make happen, call Petar and rest assured he will find a 
way to make it come true!

Petar Slavković

the team



Discover the hidden secrets of
the most exciting, new destination 
in Europe
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SERBIA

Enough of traveling to see more of the same... 
Let us guide you through Serbia's rich past, breathtaking 
landscapes, world-class gastronomy and out-of-this-world 
hospitality. Be yourself. Be ahead of the crowd. 
Discover Serbia - a rising destination where you will 
have one of the most surprising and exciting trips 
in your life. We are here to help you make in your life. We are here to help you make 
the most out of it!



Explore the diversity of Europe's 
most authentic destinations
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BALKANS

What if we told you the most authentic 
destinations in Europe are still unexplored 
by most? We will take you off the beaten 
path in a secret world of cultural diversity 
filled with hidden gems that will take 
your breath away and make you ask 
yourself how come you hadn't yourself how come you hadn't 
traveled there before. 
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Turn your business into 
unforgettable moments that will 
be talked about for a lifetime

M.I.C.E.

Making our clients' wildest dreams come true is our specialty. Designing 
unique travel experiences, where travelers bond with each other and 
with the destination they visit, is our biggest passion. Take your events to 
astounding locations and count on our expertise to make them stunning. 
Thanks to our creative team, the participants of your event – be it a 
conference, a meeting or an incentive trip –  will stay engaged in unusual, 
fun activities and anytime they look around and see where they are they fun activities and anytime they look around and see where they are they 
will be able to  say just one word – wow!
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Exclusive experiences for those 
who enjoy the finer things in life

LUXURY  TRAVEL

Luxury is in the details. We understand 
every second of your time is of utmost 
importance, so whether you're traveling 
for business or pleasure, we are here to 
make everything flow smoothly. 
Delight yourself in the most exclusive 
destinations, live the most exceptional destinations, live the most exceptional 
experiences and count on our 24-hour 
concierge to attend you anytime you 
need. All tailor-made for you.
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Feel the adrenaline running 
through your veins 
like never before

adventure

Serbia and the Balkans are a dream destination for adrenaline 
lovers. Filled with mountains, rivers, canyons, caves, seas and a 
rich wildlife, adventure is everywhere. Whether you wish to try 
        rafting, climbing, diving, driving off road or taking a stroll 
               and meditating in a green forest, count on us to 
                make it happen. The options are endless!



CLIENTS & partners

Balkanska 18/81, 11000 Belgrade, Serbia

www.talastravel.com

Talas Travel

+381 65 2066943

+381 11 3626368

office@talastravel.rs

At this point we can promise you just one thing: your amazing travel experience 
will start from the moment you contact us. Give it a try and you will see!

CONTACT US


